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Abstract: In recent years data acquisition from remote sensing has become readily available to the 
quarry sector. This study demonstrates how such data may be used to evaluate and back analyse 
rockfall potential of a legacy slope in a blocky rock mass. Use of data obtained from several aerial 
LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) and photogrammetric campaigns taken over a number of 
years (2011 to date) provides evidence for potential rockfall evolution from a slope within an active 
quarry operation in Cornwall, UK. Further investigation, through analysis of point cloud data 
obtained from terrestrial laser scanning, was undertaken to characterise the orientation of 
discontinuities present within the rock slope. Aerial and terrestrial LiDAR data were subsequently 
used for kinematic analysis, production of surface topography models and rockfall trajectory 
analyses using both 2D and 3D numerical simulations. The results of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
(UAV)-based 3D photogrammetric analysis enabled the reconstruction of high resolution 
topography, allowing one to not only determine geometrical properties of the slope surface and geo-
mechanical characterisation but provide data for validation of numerical simulations. The analysis 
undertaken shows the effectiveness of the existing rockfall barrier, while demonstrating how 
photogrammetric data can be used to inform back analyses of the underlying failure mechanism 
and investigate potential runout. 

Keywords: rockfall hazard; slope stability; remote sensing; LiDAR; SfM-MVS; photogrammetry 
 

1. Introduction 

Rock fall during quarrying activities are among the most critical risks associated with slope 
instability, especially for high cuts in weathered rock [1]. Legacy slopes, such as the one studied in 
this investigation, may be particularly prone to rockfall, since they were created prior to the UK 
Quarry Regulations (1999) [2] and regular maintenance may be difficult to undertake. Rockfall is a 
slope process involving the detachment of rock fragments and their fall and subsequent bouncing, 
rolling, sliding, and deposition, where the main responsible factor for the rockfall behaviour is the 
slope inclination and its irregularities [3,4,5]. Cruden and Varnes [6] define rockfall as a failure where 
“little or no shear displacement takes place and the material descends mainly through air in free-fall, 
leaping, bouncing or rolling. Movements are very rapid and may or may not be preceded by minor 
movements leading to progressive separation of the rock mass from its source.” According to 
McCauley [7], the main cause for the initiation of rockfalls can be directly related to water, namely 
rain, snow-melt, springs and seeps, and the associated increased pressure due to water infiltration in 
pores and discontinuities. The triggers and conditions that instigate rockfall that are not directly 
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related to water are root wedging, excavation activities and earthquakes, and these can account for a 
significant portion of the observed rockfall failures [8]. Rockfall instability phenomena, in natural and 
engineered slopes, have been under investigation since 1960s, and the results have been published 
by a large number of researchers; dealing with the physical basis of the process [9,10,11,12], and the 
hazard and risk associated with it [13,14,15,16]. 

In the last two decades, developments in the area of geo-information, in particular in the 
production of three-dimensional models, has enhanced the ability to carry out rockfall risk 
assessments in previously inaccessible locations. In addition, workflows have been defined based on 
the acquisition of 3D point clouds and the extraction of the information that they contain 
[17,18,19,20,21,22]. Depending upon the frequency of data acquisition and the rate of change of the 
slope prior to its failure it is possible to hypothesise the slope failure mode, the potential volume of 
the eventual failure and, in some cases, provide an accurate estimate of the time of failure [23]. In 
back analysis, it is possible to determine the position of the source areas, to assess the path of 
movement or trajectory, to calculate the volume of accumulated debris, and the velocity and energy 
associated with its descent [24]. Point clouds produced directly with laser scanning (LiDAR), 
terrestrial (TLS) or aerial (ALS) [25,4,26,27] or produced by means of applying Structure from Motion 
Multi-View Stereo (SfM-MVS) algorithms, using platforms as Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) 
[28,29,30,31] can play a fundamental role in the characterisation of rockmass quality and its features. 
Indeed, both TLS and UAV are easy and fast to operate, allowing one to acquire data with high 
geometric and temporal resolutions. The identification and localisation of discontinuities enable 
detailed spatial modelling of these structures that can be used as input parameters for numerical 
simulations of rock slope stability. 

This study provides a rockfall evaluation for a legacy slope in an active open pit operation 
through back-analysis of the rockfall using remotely captured data. Legacy slopes often do not 
comply with the most recent regulations, in terms of acceptable geometry (height and profile) and 
maintenance (not being subject to regular scaling), so the uncertainty of parameters associated with 
triggering and predisposing factors, as well as purely geometric characteristics (frequency and 
distribution of discontinuities) render such analyses challenging. However, the availability of high 
resolution remotely captured datasets (ALS, TLS and SfM-MVS derived point clouds), obtained from 
surveying campaigns routinely carried out in active mining operations can be of key importance for 
defining the geological conditions and structures that promote rockfall events. Through definition of 
the slope’s geo-mechanical characteristics and incorporation of this information in a GIS 
environment, using 2D and 3D numerical simulations, a rockfall reach probability map showing the 
location and distribution of modelled rockfall has been produced. The influence of the spatial 
resolution of the surface topography on the modelled behaviour is also investigated. The simulations 
were run using an array of topographic models at different resolutions to investigate the effect of grid 
size on the run-out of rock blocks. A specific test was designed to study the effect of rock blocks’ 
shape in the 3D simulations. Part of this investigation is also to ascertain if the protection measures 
are adequately designed to mitigate the risk resulting from further potential detachments from the 
rock face. The study demonstrates the benefits of using probabilistic numerical models, both in two 
and three dimensions, in order to reduce the uncertainty arising from the difficulties of validating 
results in inaccessible areas. As far as the Authors are aware, there are no studies showing a direct 
comparison of rockfall trajectory analysis models in 2D and 3D, and how this comparison can lead to 
a more reliable assessment of rockfall hazard. 

Case Study: The Treviscoe Rockfall 

The case study is based on back analysis of a rockfall event that initially occurred in 2011, 
developed into a full slope scale activity in 2013, including a major event in early 2016 with further 
ongoing activity. The rockfall is located in a section of a quarry bench in Treviscoe Pit, St.Austell, UK 
(Figure 1a–c). The site location requires a detailed analysis, given that the internal geotechnical 
assessment suggests that it poses a significant hazard, as per the UK Quarry Regulations (1999) [2]. 
Treviscoe Pit is located within the St. Austell granite cupola, in SW England. The pit, from which both 
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kaolinite (china clay) and aggregates are extracted, is one of the oldest in the region, resulting in an 
excavation 600 by 300 m and approximatively 80 m in depth. The rockfall has undergone several 
different phases of activity, as reported by mine personnel. In order to reduce the risks associated 
with rockfall, a rock trap was created at the base of the slope to prevent blocks from reaching the haul 
road. 

As can be observed in Figure 2a, b, which illustrates the conditions at the slope prior (2013) and 
after (2018), the major collapse event occurred in early 2016, and the outcrop presents itself as a fairly 
irregular sub-vertical rock face. The material outcropping is a weathered topaz-bearing granite 
[32,33], which has undergone partial to complete kaolinisation. The rockmass appears to contain near 
vertical columnar joints, spaced 1 m, resting on basal planes gently dipping towards the free face. 
The sub-vertical wall is approximately 21 m in height. At the base of the sub-vertical section is a slope 
with a bench angle of approximately 50° that consists of vegetation and scree. The scree is the result 
of several rockfall events depositing material towards the bottom of the slope. To protect and mitigate 
against rock fall a sand bund was erected at the base of the slope, approximately 3 m in height, along 
the whole section of the haul road. 

 
Figure 1. Location of the rockfall slope (a) aerial location of the case study position in the overall pit; 
(b) localised aerial view; (c) view from the base of the slope. The photographs were acquired in 
August 2018. Scale bar in (c) is indicative. 
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Figure 2. Photographic comparison of the rockfall (a) October 2013 and (b) August 2018. The photos 
were taken from the opposite side of the pit, circa 300 m away from the target and they show the 
change in geometry due to the major collapse occurred in early 2016. Scale bar is indicative. 

2. Materials and Methods 

In order to investigate and evaluate the rockfall events several data collection surveys were 
undertaken and are summarised below. The obtained datasets were utilised to inform different types 
of analyses, extracting key geo-mechanical parameters and to constrain numerical modelling 
simulations, i.e., 2D and 3D rockfall trajectory analysis. 

2.1. Close-Range Remote Sensing Survey 

To generate a DEM (Digital Elevation Model) and to extract geo-mechanical information for the 
rockfall numerical simulations, two remote sensing techniques were selected to capture the scene at 
close-ranges: TLS and drone-borne SfM-MVS. Given the restrictions posed by the hazardous 
conditions on the rock wall, the position on the ground from where the LiDAR unit could be operated 
were limited. The most reasonable choice to overcome this condition after the initial scans was to opt 
for a drone-based survey, with the capacity of getting closer observations, hence improving the GSD 
(Ground Sampling Distance), and eventually allowing to capture some previously shadowed zone of 
the slope, as the top of the cliff and the inner side of the rock-trap. The TLS survey was carried out 
with a Leica ScanStation C10™, a time-of-flight laser scanner with a nominal scan resolution, at 
ranges from 0 to 50 m, of 4.5 mm, with an accuracy on a single measurement position and distance 
of 6 and 4 mm, respectively. The rock face was scanned in May 2017 with a Leica ScanStation C10™, 
from four individual scan positions, approximatively 35 m away from the target, to obtain a high 
resolution point cloud of 27 × 106 points, with an average spacing of 0.025 m (shown in Figure 3). The 
point cloud was registered using a total of five targets, using the Cyclone™ software released by the 
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same manufacturer as the aforementioned LiDAR unit. The TLS point cloud was oriented to magnetic 
North with the help of a compass bearing. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) on the z coordinate 
for the point cloud registration is 0.017 m. A second survey was performed in August 2018, as soon 
as a UAV was available to the mine operation survey team, and a second high resolution point cloud 
reconstructed by means of SfM-MVS workflow, using optical images taken from a drone. The dataset 
for the SfM-MVS scene reconstruction was obtained with a DJI Phantom 4 Pro™, using the built-in 
20 MP camera with mechanical shutter, controlled remotely by the drone operator. The drone was 
flown manually, at an average distance of ~20 m from the rock face, acquiring 303 images and using 
four fixed GCP (Ground Control Point) present in the observed scene. GCP network was established 
by the mine survey department, having their coordinates measured using D-GNSS (Differential-
Global Navigation Satellite System). The point cloud was processed in Agisoft Photoscan™, resulting 
in a point cloud of 19 × 106 points, with an average point spacing of 0.029 m (shown in Figure 4). 
Other than a DEM, as an output from the SfM-MVS workflow, a high resolution RGB orthophoto was 
generated, having a GSD of 0.0073 m. The orthophoto was generated at the highest possible 
resolution to enable a detailed mapping of the rockfall debris. 

 
Figure 3. Registered TLS (terrestrial laser scanning) point cloud image, with illustrative sample 
dimensions highlighting the sub-vertical rock wall and the scree slope. Given the inaccessibility of the 
inner side of the rockfall trap, the TLS was unable to capture its complete geometry. Some sample 
measurements were taken and highlighted as to show the indicative vertical drop from the source 
area to the base of the slope, and the length of the scree slope/transition zone. The same measurements 
were used to obtain a representative block size on the rock wall. 
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Figure 4. Coloured Structure from Motion Multi-View Stereo (SfM-MVS) point cloud image, acquired 
using a Phantom 4 DJI platform equipped with a 20 MP RGB camera and processed in Agisoft 
Photoscan™. The Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-hosted sensor enabled the complete 
reconstruction of shadowed regions in the scene in the TLS survey. 

2.2. Long-Range Remote Sensing Survey 

The mining operation, through a contractor, had previously undertaken a series of aerial laser 
scanning (ALS) derived point cloud, capturing the geometry of the entire pit at 1 m ground sample 
distance (GSD). The error associated with the z coordinate for the surveys did not exceed 0.070 m for 
all the campaigns (2011, 2013, 2015, 2016) with a RMSE of 0.060 m that resulted from averaging the 
RMSE in z of the four campaigns, computed over 52 GCP scattered across the mining operation, i.e., 
the local reference grid used by the surveying personnel. The multi-temporal, yearly, LiDAR 
coverage (2011 to 2016) provided the basis to reconstruct the variation in geometry of the pit walls 
over time. The ALS surveys were performed in the same flights designed to acquire aerial 
photographs. In this study, aerial photographs served the purpose of changing detection analysis, 
and to constrain, both temporally and geometrically, the evolution of the rockfall. The orthorectified 
aerial images (shown in Figure 5) were generated with a GSD of 30 cm and the surveyor’s ground 
truth report indicates a RMSE on the xy plane of 0.15 m. In Figure 5, a series of orthorectified images 
(from 2011 to 2016), it can be observed how the rockfall, after the initial activity in 2011, occurred 
through further release events. 

The ALS, TLS and SfM-MVS point clouds were rasterised in CloudCompare™, using the 
rasterize tool, to generate DEM with different grid sizes; using ALS data for GSD above 1 m, TLS data 
for GSD of 1 m, finally SfM-MVS derived data for topographical models below 1 m GSD. In this way 
there several DEM, having 5, 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.3 m grid sizes were produced. 
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Figure 5. Orthorectified aerial imagery of the rockfall area. The sequence shows the activity of the 
rockfall, from its initial condition (top left), to the development of the rockfall at the whole slope scale 
in 2013 (top right), and the subsequent maintenance operations, the emplacement of the rock trap and 
the removal of rock fragments from the ditch. The last picture shows the aftermath of the major 
collapse that led to the actual slope geometry. 

2.3. Geo-Mechanical Analysis 

In potentially hazardous environments, such as a legacy slope, it is not possible to carry out 
traditional geo-mechanical surveys due to the unacceptable level of risk the surveyors would be 
exposed to. Technological advancements in remote mapping platforms have helped to overcome this 
issue, as reviewed in Tannant [34] and Giordan [30], resulting in a rapidly growing market of reliable, 
low cost UAV. It has been previously shown that surface topography reconstructed with TLS and 
SfM-MVS methods can be successfully used to determine the orientation and spacing of rock 
discontinuities [35]. In order to obtain a statistically robust representation of the discontinuities in the 
outcropping rockmass, the TLS point cloud was processed and analysed in SplitFX™. This software 
is designed to extract geo-mechanical information from point clouds by mapping either planar facets 
or trace planes and subsequently plotting them on a stereoplot. The TLS point cloud data was 
imported into SplitFX and the discontinuities mapped by manually assigning best fit polygons onto 
the point cloud surface. The point normal of the polygon can then be represented on an equal area 
hemispherical stereonet to identify discontinuity sets and perform kinematic analysis for potential 
failure mechanisms. 

The orientation of the rock discontinuities captured within SplitFX was then imported in DIPS™, 
and a kinematic analysis was performed [36,8]. The analysis of source areas for rockfall includes 
identification of kinematically admissible unstable blocks and an investigation of the factors 
influencing the stability of such blocks [37]. The Markland test [36] considers the possible slope failure 
mechanisms, without considering forces, and has been used to establish some possible rockfall 
scenarios for further numerical simulation. 
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2.4. GIS Geospatial Analysis 

The geospatial datasets (aerial ortho-photographs, ALS, TLS and SfM-MVS derived DEM) were 
incorporated in the ESRI ArcGIS™ environment for the purpose of establishing a database of the 
information related to the rockfall event. The aerial photography coverage from 2011 to 2016 (Figure 
5) and the digital photogrammetric survey (both the high resolution orthorectified image and the 
SfM-MVS derived DEM), enabled the mapping of the activity of the main rockfall scarp, other than 
the end locations of rock blocks. The aerial imagery time series also served the purpose of recording 
the effects of maintenance operations, i.e., the creation of the sand embankment protecting the haul 
road and the removal of rock fragments trapped in the rockfall ditch. The GIS environment provided 
the platform to analyse and map, in high-resolution, homogeneous areas, namely the (a) source area, 
the (b) scree slope, the (c) vegetated slope and the (d) rock-trap, shown in Figure 6. GIS evaluation 
also provided the chance to record the position of end point locations for validation of subsequent 
rockfall simulations. The spatial analysis toolbox provided means for managing DEM, from which a 
representative vertical cross section (profile) was taken (shown in Figure 6) for subsequent numerical 
modelling. 

The GIS also formed the basis for pre-processing the rasters used as topography for the 2D (by 
extracting a vertical profile) and 3D (as an ASCII DEM) numerical simulations through assigning 
input parameters to the different homogeneous areas mapped, as described in the Section 3.3. 

 
Figure 6. Geo-mechanical zonation used to assign input parameters for the 3D numerical modelling. 
In red is shown the trace of the representative vertical profile extracted from the Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) to obtain the slope geometry for 2D numerical modelling. 

2.5. Numerical Modelling 

An established method to assess the hazard posed by rockfalls is the use of probabilistic rockfall 
trajectory analysis [38,39]. A probabilistic approach is adopted to consider both ontic and epistemic 
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uncertainty in rockfall trajectory modelling, i.e., the variability of the information gathered during 
the surveying phase of the study and the preparation of GIS data layers [39,37]. To produce a realistic 
simulation of the rockfall behaviour, the models must incorporate a digital representation of the 
topography, either in the form of a DEM raster or a vertical profile, both of which can be retrieved 
from remotely sensed data. The topography gradient will govern the general direction that a block 
will take through its descent. Predefined physical-mechanical characteristics of the digital surface are 
used to compute the loss of energy for the inelastic rebounds with the ground at each pixel of the 
DEM. These parameters are called Coefficients of Restitutions (COR), defined as an energy transfer 
function, which is generally expressed in the form of a ratio between the velocity before and after an 
impact [40,41]. COR are defined in the normal direction (CORN) and tangential (CORT) to the slope. 
They are used to account for energy lost due to the inelastic deformation during the collision of a rock 
with the slope or bench [42]. COR are key parameters for rockfall modelling, and it is necessary to 
use engineering judgement when selecting appropriate values from literature, especially given the 
inherent difficulties of defining them empirically through field testing [43,9,41]. 

A common distinction in how rockfall modelling software treats impact theory is the lumped 
mass (LM) approach versus the rigid body (RB) approach. The lumped mass approach considers the 
mass being concentrated in a single point, while the rigid body approach uses a defined geometry to 
model the rock block. Due to ongoing activities in the pit it was not possible to undertake in-situ field 
calibration tests for assessing directly the reliability of the models and the effectiveness of the rockfall 
protection [44,45]. However, validation was obtained from comparison of modelling results with 
aerial images of the rockfall body and known end locations for rockfall fragments. COR values for 
the two-dimensional lumped-mass impact model (2DLM) were obtained from literature and 
compared with a soil cover map of the site. 

In this study two software were selected to perform the trajectory analyses: Rocfall™, developed 
by Rocscience, and Rockyfor3D™, developed by ecorisQ Association. They were selected as they are 
reliable tools, largely used both in academia and in the industry. In addition, they offer different 
solutions in terms of statistical assumptions and results typology. 

Rocfall™ is a 2D-LM (Lumped Mass) probabilistic, processed-based software for rockfall 
simulation [46] reproducing the trajectory of rock blocks falling along a 2D slope. The input 
parameters (i.e., CORN, CORT, static friction, rolling dynamic friction and slope roughness) can be 
obtained from literature and previous calibrated simulations or example data from the help 
documentation in the software itself. The software then allows definition of the statistical variability 
of these input parameters [39]. The point cloud geometries were used as the basis to provide a 
representative sectional line for simulation. A representative vertical section (shown as a red trace in 
Figure 6) was generated from both the ALS, TLS and SfM-MVS point clouds and exported into 
AutoCAD™ to provide the geometry for subsequent 2D rockfall simulations. The vertical section was 
extracted at different geometrical resolution using the 3D Analyst toolbox in ArcGIS™. 

The vertical sections were then traced to form a polyline in AutoCAD™, which was then 
exported into Rocscience Rocfall™ for analysis. A sensitivity analysis on the slope geometry 
resolution was undertaken, extracting the topography from ALS, TLS and SfM-MVS derived DEM, 
at 5, 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.3 m. 

Rockyfor3D™ is a three-dimensional rigid-body impact model (3D-RB) (Rigid Body) that 
calculates trajectories of single, individually falling rocks with discrete geometry (RB), in three 
dimensions (3D). The model combines physically-based, deterministic algorithms with stochastic 
approaches, which makes Rockyfor3D a so-called ‘probabilistic process-based rockfall trajectory 
model’. Rockyfor3D can be used for regional, local and slope-scale rockfall simulations [47]. In this 
software the input parameters are assigned to the digital surface through pre-processing of ASCII 
GIS data layers (i.e., release cells location, density, shape and dimensions of rock blocks and their 
statistical variation range and initial vertical velocity). The local slope surface roughness is 
represented by a parameter defined as maximum obstacle height (MOH), expressed in metres. 
Typical MOH values, as suggested by Dorren [47], which are encountered by a falling rock are 
represented by statistical classes, namely rg70%, rg20%, and rg10%. During each rebound calculation, 
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the MOH value in a cell is randomly chosen from the three representative values according to their 
probabilities of occurrence [47]. A sensitivity analysis on the influence of the DEM resolution was 
performed for the case study, comparing the results of the rockfall (blocks) end point(s) when using 
a DEM having a 5, 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.3 m GSD and for different rockfall size scenarios, for 2D-LM and 5, 
2 and 1 m for 3D-RB simulations. 

3. Results 

Following the remote sensing data collection campaigns, the collected data were processed in 
several software applications to generate the products which were used to classify the slope and 
evaluate the potential of a rockfall at the site. 

3.1. Geo-Mechanical Analysis 

Figure 7 illustrates an example of a discontinuity mapping carried out on the point cloud in 
SplitFX. The mapping identified 348 different entries that were then exported into Rocscience DIPS™ 
to identify the major discontinuity set orientations characterising the rock mass and to perform 
kinematic analysis. Figure 8 illustrates the kinematic analysis undertaken in DIPS, where the 
principal discontinuity sets were identified. Table 1 summarises the major sets orientations 
represented using Dip and Dip Direction format. The stereographic analysis confirmed the presence 
of near vertical columnar joints represented by Sets 1 and 2 and basal planes (Sets 3 and 4) dipping 
out of the face. 

 
Figure 7. Top view of the rock wall. The coloured facets highlight the discontinuity network identified 
in Figure 8. The blue and teal patches identify joint Sets 1 and 2, responsible for isolating columnar-
like prisms and acting as release planes. The red patches identify the joint Set 3, acting as a basal plane. 
Set 4, in green, is rarely mapped because of its geometrical orientation (near horizontal). Scale bar is 
indicative. 
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Figure 8. DIPS Stereoplot representation of the discontinuities extracted with SplitFX. The area 
shaded in red and yellow represents the area of instability highlighted by the kinematic analysis for 
direct and oblique toppling. The colour code associated with joint sets reflects the mapping performed 
on SplitFX in Figure 7. 

Table 1. Summary of the geometrical orientation of the main joint sets identified in SplitFX. 

Joint Set Mean Dip (°) Stdv (°) Mean Dip Direction (°) Stdv (°) 
1  86.3 3.1 205.7 5.1 
2  85.5 2.7 89.7 9.7 
3  53.6 2.6 41.0 12.8 
4  9.3 1.9 313.5 19.1 

It can be seen from the kinematic analysis that the discontinuity mapping has highlighted the 
potential for both direct and oblique toppling from the slope, assuming a friction angle of 30°. In 
addition, the point cloud was used to establish typical block dimensions that could be formed by the 
respective discontinuity sets and be released in the event of rockfall. This was achieved by using the 
TLS point cloud and taking measurements perpendicular to the set orientation to obtain a true 
spacing and an estimate of the persistence [35]. The typical block size distribution comprises blocks 
ranging from 10 cm to 2 m in width. The rockfall deposit is scattered across an area of circa 430 m2, 
and a visual comparison, aided by the measurement of blocks within the point cloud data, gives an 
estimated value for the total mobilised rock mass to be approximately 250 m3. 

In Figure 8 the result of the kinematic analysis for direct and oblique toppling are provided. The 
analysis is computed on 348 digitally mapped planar rock facets, assuming a general slope dip of 80°, 
the slope dip direction of N 45°, a standard friction angle of 30°, and lateral limits of 20°. The DIPS 
analysis shows how 20.24% of the discontinuities intersections potentially leading to oblique toppling 
fall into the instable area of the plot (shaded in red), justifying the assumed style of deformation for 
the case study. 

3.2. 2D Rockfall Trajectory Analysis (Rocfall 2D-LM) 

In this section the outcome of the 2D Lumped Mass rockfall trajectory analysis is presented. The 
input COR parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 2. The COR were selected based on 
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the literature available and the database values suggested by the software developer (literature value 
± 3 stdv). Release points (or linear seeders) for the rockfall events were positioned at various locations 
at the top of the slope and along the sub-vertical rock wall. These source locations were validated 
through direct observation of relative fresh rockfall scars in the field and with the aid of high-
resolution optical images (single close range frames from the drone survey). The overall number of 
rocks released from the seeders for each simulation run (5, 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.3 m resolution) was 10,000. 
Using the spacing and rock size distribution analysis performed previously, three rock classes, 
summarised below in Table 3, were selected for simulating different scenarios. The initial conditions 
of the blocks, in terms of initial horizontal and vertical velocity, were kept as default, i.e., zero angular 
and linear initial velocity. 

Table 2. Summary of Coefficients of Restitutions (COR) used for the 2D-LM numerical modelling. 

2D-LM Terrain Type CoRN CoRT Friction Angle (°) 

Granite/Rock face 

Mean: 0.45 
Std Dev: 0.04 
Rel. Min: 0.12 
Rel. Max: 0.12 

Mean: 0.80 
Std Dev: 0.04 
Rel. Min: 0.12 
Rel. Max: 0.12 

Mean: 30 
Std Dev: 0 
Rel. Min: 0 
Rel. Max: 0 

Scree slope 

Mean: 0.35 
Std Dev: 0.04 
Rel. Min: 0.12 
Rel. Max: 0.12 

Mean: 0.70 
Std Dev: 0.03 
Rel. Min: 0.9 
Rel. Max: 0.9 

Mean: 30 
Std Dev: 0 
Rel. Min: 0 
Rel. Max: 0 

Rock trap 

Mean: 0.25 
Std Dev: 0.04 
Rel. Min: 0.12 
Rel. Max: 0.12 

Mean: 0.60 
Std Dev: 0.04 
Rel. Min: 0.12 
Rel. Max: 0.12 

Mean: 30 
Std Dev: 0 
Rel. Min: 0 
Rel. Max: 0 

Table 3. Summary of the rock classes defined for the 2D-LM numerical modelling. 

2D-LM Rock Block Classes Mass (kg) Density (kg/m3) 

Small 

Mean: 300 
Std Dev: 25 
Rel. Min: 75 
Rel. Max: 75 

Mean: 2650 
Std Dev: 10 
Rel. Min: 30 
Rel. Max: 30 

Medium 

Mean: 1500 
Std Dev: 50 

Rel. Min: 150 
Rel. Max: 150 

Mean: 2650 
Std Dev: 10 
Rel. Min: 30 
Rel. Max: 30 

Large 

Mean: 0.25 
Std Dev: 0.04 
Rel. Min: 0.12 
Rel. Max: 0.12 

Mean: 0.60 
Std Dev: 0.04 
Rel. Min: 0.12 
Rel. Max: 0.12 

The results of the 2D-LM rockfall analysis are shown in Figure 9. At the scale of this study, a 
relationship is observed between the geometrical resolution of the DEM and the distribution of rock 
paths end locations. The behaviour of the simulation, in terms of distribution of rock path end 
locations is influenced by the DEM resolution. In Figure 9c–e, showing 1, 2 and 5 m slope resolution, 
respectively, the results highlight uniform distributions, not consistent with the rock debris that can 
be observed in aerial pictures. As the DEM geometrical resolution increases up to 0.5 and 0.3 m 
(Figure 9a,b), the end locations distribution becomes more widespread along the slope and 
representative of the landslide body, as can be observed in Figure 1b. The visual comparison indicates 
how the majority of the smaller rock fragments are resting in the scree/transition zone mid-slope, and 
just the larger blocks reach the ditch at the base of the slope. 
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Figure 9. Results of the Rocfall 2D-LM. The plots show the distribution of end locations along the 
cross-section. The geometrical resolution adopted for each simulation run is as follows: (a) 0.3 m, (b) 
0.5 m, (c) 1 m, (d) 2 m, (e) 5 m. 

3.3. 3D Rockfall Trajectory Analysis (Rockyfor3D 3D-RB) 

Rockyfor3D was used in order to assess the impact of a rockfall in three dimensions, rather than 
consider rockfall on a discrete 2D cross section of the slope. 3D analysis would also provide an insight 
into lateral dispersion of the rockfall deposit when propagating down the slope. The purpose of such 
simulation was to provide a spatial map of the distribution of end points of rock blocks trajectories, 
for a specific hazard scenario. The different scenarios were hypothesised based on the understanding 
of the rock mass conditions, obtained through the geo-mechanical analysis, as well as from screening 
historical aerial pictures and a geotechnical hazard assessment performed in the field with the help 
on the mining operation’s personnel. The results are presented in the form of two GIS layers (i.e., 
reach probability and number of blocks deposited), that once combined, offer a statistically robust 
way to map the rockfall hazard to be used for risk assessment purposes. The validation phase was 
achieved through mapping end locations from previous events and comparing this with the results 
obtained from the simulation. This allows the user to calibrate the model against known end locations 
and their spatial distribution. The locations of release points were selected by applying an algorithm 
described in ARPA (2008) [48], which is based on the slope value (expressed in degrees) of each of 
the DEM’s pixels. The algorithm sets a lower threshold depending on the DEM geometrical 
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resolution; every pixel in the DEM having a value exceeding that threshold is identified as a candidate 
release cell. After identification of the potential source locations, all the candidate pixels positions 
were screened and comparing pixel positions to aerial pictures. Where vegetation cover was present, 
the potential for release points was discounted. However, where the pixels coincided with exposed 
bare rock, they were included in the final selection as source areas or release points. As a result of 
running the ARPA’s algorithm, 48 release points/seeders/pixels were extracted and used as the initial 
position for rock blocks in the 1 m resolution DEM (17 in the 2 m DEM and six in the 5 m DEM). For 
cell sizes smaller than 1 m the software reaches its computational limits and cannot compute any 
trajectory, hence those DEM having a resolution below 1 m were discarded. During each simulation 
run, selected as a combination of the DEM resolution (5, 2 and 1 m) and rock block classes (small, 
medium and large), a total of 10,000 block trajectories were simulated. The rock blocks volume, size 
and shape were set by extracting geometrical characteristics from the TLS/SfM point cloud (Figures 
3 and 4). The initial velocity of falling blocks was simulated using a vertical freefall of 4 m (as can be 
observed in the annotated point cloud image in Figure 3, where the average vertical drop, from the 
height of the rockfall scars to the bottom of the vertical rock face is about 4–6 m). The COR values, 
summarised in Table 4, were attached to the raster layers by mapping areas of similar geotechnical 
properties within GIS. The maximum obstacle height (MOH), expressed as rg70%, rg20% and rg10% 
was representative of the obstacle height at the slope surface. This represents a statistical distribution 
of potential obstacles classes, whose values were determined by visual inspection of the slope. 

Table 4. Summary of input parameters used for the three-dimensional rigid-body impact model 
(3D-RB) numerical modelling. 

3D-RB 
Terrain Type 

Rockyfor3D Soil Type 
Mean 
CoRN 

CoRN 
Value 
Range 

Rg70 
(m) 

Rg20 
(m) 

Rg10 
(m) 

Vegetated 
slope 

1—Fine soil material (depth > 
~100 cm) 

0.23 0.21–0.25 0.3 0.5 0.9 

Scree slope 
4—Talus slope (Ø > ~10 cm), 

or compact soil with large 
rock fragments 

0.38 0.34–0.42 0.25 0.5 0.9 

Rock trap 1—Fine soil material (depth > 
~100 cm) 

0.23 0.21–0.25 0.01 0.05 0.15 

Haul road 
5—Bedrock with thin 

weathered material or soil 
cover 

0.43 0.39–0.47 0 0 0.1 

The CORT is derived from this map through an implicit calculation of the software based on the 
statistical distribution of MOH values [47]. Figures 10–12 show the results of the simulations 
undertaken. These show the probability of a block to be arrested in a given cell of the DEM (reach 
probability) and the total number of blocks end location per pixel (number of blocks deposited). The 
simulations were run on DEM with different resolutions, namely 5 m (Figure 10), 2 m (Figure 11), 
and 1 m (Figure 12) and using the three rock classes, small, medium and large (Table 5), to observe 
the effect of the geometrical resolution of the DEM on modelled results, and the ability to capture fine 
scale irregularities within the topography. 

Table 5. Summary of the rock classes defined for the 3D-RB numerical modelling. 

3D-RB Rock Classes Volume (m3) Block Shape (m) Density (kg/m3) Mass (kg) 
Small 0.125 Cubic 0.50 × 0.50 × 0.50 2650 331 

Medium 0.576 Cubic 0.80 × 0.80 × 0.90 2650 1526 
Medium 0.576 Rectangular 0.40 × 0.80 × 1.80 2650 1526 

Large 1.000 Cubic 1.00 × 1.00 × 1.00 2650 2650 
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Figure 10. Rockyfor3D results computed on the 5 m resolution DEM. Left hand images (a,c,e) show 
the reach probability layers, on the right (b,d,f) the number of rocks deposited. The first row shows 
(a,b) results obtained with the rock class ‘SMALL’, second row (c,d) with ‘MEDIUM’ and the third 
row (e,f) with ‘LARGE’. Rock block classes’ properties are summarised in Table 5. 
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Figure 11. Rockyfor3D results computed on the 2 m resolution DEM. Left hand images (a,c,e) show 
the reach probability layers, on the right (b,d,f) the number of rocks deposited. The first row shows 
(a,b) results obtained with the rock class ‘SMALL’, second row (c,d) with ‘MEDIUM’ and the third 
row (e,f) with ‘LARGE’. Rock block classes’ properties are summarised in Table 5. 
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Figure 12. Rockyfor3D results computed on the 1 m resolution DEM. Left hand images (a,c,e) show 
the reach probability layers, on the right (b,d,f) the number of rocks deposited. The first row shows 
(a,b) results obtained with the rock class ‘SMALL’, second row (c,d) with ‘MEDIUM’ and the third 
row (e,f) with ‘LARGE’. Rock block classes’ properties are summarised in Table 5. 
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As part of the 3D modelling investigation, another variable was introduced: the rock block 
shape. Figure 13 shows the difference in terms of lateral spread and runout distance of blocks having 
the same volume and mass but a different shape, cubic in panel (a) and rectangular in panel (b). The 
increased reach of asymmetrical elongated blocks emerges for every topography resolution adopted. 

 
Figure 13. Comparison of reach probability layers showing the effect of block shape; panel (a) shows 
the runout of equidimensional (cubic) blocks, while panel (b) shows the runout of elongated 
(rectangular) blocks. Rock block classes’ properties are summarised in Table 5. 

4. Discussion 

The results obtained from the rockfall trajectory analysis have provided insights into the 
behaviour of the rockfall event(s), while exploring the effectiveness of remotely sensed data (ALS, 
TLS and SfM derived point clouds) as basis for creating DEM for numerical modelling. The reach 
probability maps and the distribution of end points obtained with both the 2D-LM and 3D-RB 
approaches showed how there is a positive correlation between the resolution of the DEM and the 
simulated trajectories. Higher resolution DEM are capable of capturing small scale irregularities, 
resulting in an increased variability of the end locations. DEM up to 1 m GSD were obtained from 
ALS surveys, while very high resolution DEM (GSD ≤ 1 m) were obtained from either TLS or images 
acquired with a UAV. The moderate resolution DEM, when implemented in the simulations, gave 
rise to slower and less energetic trajectories. This analysis would suggest the controlling influence of 
slope resolution geometry on modelled rockfall end point location. 

It is known that large roll out distances are possible when a falling rock’s translational 
momentum is changed into rotational momentum by impacting the slope, and that launch features 
may change a rock’s vertical drop to horizontal displacement [49,4]. This analysis confirms that back 
analysis of rockfall events provide an opportunity to investigate the impact of the geometrical 
parameters influencing the roll out distance and the distribution of rock paths end locations. The 3D 
analyses show an acceptable visual correlation between the geometry of the landslide body and the 
reach probability maps obtained, both in terms of the spread and runout, as shown in Figure 12c–f. 
The 3D simulation was able to effectively capture the observed typical rockfall trajectory and lateral 
extent of the resultant rockfall debris. 

The 3D modelling has highlighted the impact of the Maximum Obstacle Height (MOH) on 
results. It is therefore important to undertake sensitivity analyses on this key input parameter during 
back analyses and establish statistically robust distributions in 3D-RB rockfall simulation using RF3D. 
The study has highlighted that, where possible, it is important to include field mapping to provide 
rigorous validation of data. Results from modelling undertaken on this case study demonstrate the 
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dilemma in rockfall simulation. Unrealistic results are obtained where the surface topography 
included in the model is too coarse; unrealistic behaviour of modelled rockfall trajectories can also 
arise when inappropriate COR are used as inputs. From the analyses undertaken there is an inability 
of the three-dimensional model to correctly simulate observed rockfall trajectories for high resolution 
DEM which results from poor fine scale mapping, used to associate input parameters to the digital 
topography, and results in poor zonation of end locations. Dorren (2004) [50] suggests the use of DEM 
ranging from 25 to 2 m, for regional scale and slope scale simulations. This case study has highlighted 
considerable variance in rockfall trajectory when increasing the DEM resolution, up until reaching 
the computational limits of the software and CPU. It is important therefore to calibrate rock block 
classes, COR, and MOH classes and include a topography of a specific resolution that enables a robust 
representation of specific scenario being modelled. The resolution achieved with both TLS and SfM 
is considerably greater than the one selected to generate DEM at the grid sizes used in this study, so 
it appears that the computational power/hardware requirements/algorithms remain the main 
obstacle to the use of sub-metric DEM. It is important to acknowledge the impact of DEM on 
modelled results and the need for guidelines to target optimal resolutions when generating DEM to 
be used for rockfall trajectory analyses. 

As part of the modelling undertaken, another key aspect was the definition of the rock-trap 
geometry used within the models. The barrier in place to restrict the horizontal travel distance of rock 
blocks is a critical part of the rock-trap system. However, given its geometry (i.e., an embankment, 
usually made of sand or crushed rocks), the inner side of the embankment is occluded from a position 
external to the rock-trap itself, such as the haul road. This condition is usually overcome by capturing 
the scene from a mobile platform, such as a UAV. The ALS derived model proved to be useful when 
used in numerical modelling, provided they did not include any region of occlusion. The steepness 
of the rock wall represents an unfavourable condition that can be addressed by ALS with due 
precautions (i.e., a careful flight plan design, so to avoid occlusions while capturing the scene), but 
this is not often feasible, as for this study the ALS dataset was obtained without this specific need in 
mind, resulting in some data useless for the purpose of numerical modelling. TLS derived models 
were also ineffective as they were unable to image the inner zone of the rock-trap. From Figure 14 it 
appears that, regardless of the RS technique used, the 1 m resolution DEM represents the maximum 
threshold necessary for obtaining an optimal description of the rock-trap geometry. 

 
Figure 14. Comparison of vertical profiles, extracted from the DEM at different resolutions. The 
vertical axis is exaggerated by a factor of two. 
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From the analyses undertaken, the shape of blocks modelled also has a significant influence on 
the rockfall simulation results. In the 3D-RB approach, the medium rectangular class appears to reach 
further distances compared to equidimensional (cubic) blocks having same mass and volume, going 
against the general understanding that larger mass and inertia will lead to a longer runout. Although 
it is not clear what mechanism adopted in the models could lead to such an outcome, the main 
hypothesis is that elongated blocks tend to roll perpendicular to their major axis, hence gaining high 
angular momentum compared to the equidimensional blocks. This increased angular velocity is 
directly linked to a greater horizontal travel distance for rock fragments. 

The results show the importance of undertaking both two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
modelling for the case study, but emphasis is given for the need of both calibration and validation of 
results to ensure confidence for future use in hazard and risk evaluation. 

5. Conclusions 

The case study highlights how 3D photogrammetric remotely sensed data can be effectively used 
to inform the back analysis of a rockfall event at slope scale. The topographic reconstruction of the 
3D scene was obtained by using different remote mapping techniques which included aerial and 
terrestrial laser scanning, and image acquisition by UAV. The resultant high resolution point clouds 
were then analysed by extracting geo-mechanical features to characterise the rockmass. This included 
definition of the orientation and spatial distribution of discontinuities within the rock slope. The 
discontinuity data was subsequently used to perform kinematic admissibility analysis to highlight 
the potential for both direct and oblique toppling from the columnar jointing. The point cloud data 
was also used to establish in-situ block size and rockfall block size distribution from the rockfall 
debris for input data and validation respectively. 

Analysis of a series of aerial images was used to determine evolution phases of the rockfall and 
establish the size and spatial distribution of rock blocks resting on the slope (end point locations). 
Geo-mechanical and geotechnical features were then translated into modelling parameters, to allow 
a probabilistic, process-based rockfall trajectory analysis to be performed using both two- and three-
dimensional approaches. 

The results of the three-dimensional modelling show how the modelling can realistically capture 
rockfall trajectories in terms of spatial distribution and runout pathways. The models were able to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the existing rock-trap. However, the results show the importance 
and need for calibration of input parameters, as modelled results are clearly influenced by the 
resolution of the surface topography used within the models. Validation of models through 
comparison with end point locations is therefore essential for confidence in future use of such models 
for hazard and risk assessment. The results of the analysis would suggest that guidelines are 
necessary when using remote mapping data for generation of surface topography for rockfall 
trajectory analysis, as the spatial resolution of the surface topography has a critical influence on the 
modelled behaviour. Guidelines are therefore needed to establish suitable DEM resolutions for 
generation of surface topographies that enable realistic rockfall simulation. 

The ability to assess the rockfall behaviour in both two and three dimensions greatly improves 
the understanding of hazards posed to the mining operation. The methodology proposed within this 
study can provide the basis for calibration of rockfall input parameters relevant to the case study site 
and therefore provide the framework for future rockfall hazard assessment and evaluation. This will 
then provide the basis for risk assessment and design of suitable protection measures. 
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